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of the common law system, as Lee demonstrates, is that judges

do develop the common law. Furthermore, giving meaning to

ambiguous language in Acts of parliament, they frequently

have to make choices. This obvious fact immediately raises

the question of the standards and principles (as well as the

techniques) by which such choices will be made.

The first thing to be said about the book is that,

unlike much writing in jurisprudence, this book is light,

easy to read and even entertaining. with its close attention

to "personalities" of the law, it adopts a kind of Time

magazine approach to issues. Discussion of jUdicial

creativity is illustrated by reference to the doings of the

great and good. For some of more scholarly mien, the style

will be offputting. For example, the suggestion that Law's

Empire by Dworkin should be seen as a sequel to The Last

Emperor will seem to some a trifle facetious. To call the

United States Supreme Court Judges liThe Supremes" is

positively cheeky. To parody Lord Denning thus "Lord Denning

wrote short sentences. Like this." would probably not offend

that charisma-conscious jurist. Nor, I suspect, would he

have been upset with the statement that he is lito the

judiciary what Mountbatten was for the royals". Quite often,

Lee uses his penchant for humour to telling effect. Thus, in

discussing the way in which barristers become judges with an

overnight change of function, he suggests that it is like

"asking Botham to become the umpire". The analogy to

cricket - another popular English invention - is endearing.
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And it highlights the question of how it is that such a

system has worked so well for so long.

Similarly, there is a sting from Lee for Lord Hailsham

in the statement that llin opposition he criticised the

elected dictatorship" of the Parliamentary system. But then

rejoined it" in 1979 when Mrs Thatcher regained the Treasury

Benches for the Tories. Lee's criticism of the

trivialization of the confirmation hearing for Federal Judges

in the united states is neatly epitomised in his reminder

that Judge Bark was even asked to explain his beard! 11 The

mind boggles" writes Lee, "at Lord Goff being asked to

justify his moustache".

So Lee is racy and readable. He declares in his

foreword that he is not aiming at an elite but a general

audience. So much the better. Certainly the subject of his

book is terribly important for the modern democratic

community _ whether in England or the united States (upon

which it focuses) or Australia (which does not even rate a

mention) .

Lee's insights into judicial lawmaking are not

particularly remarkable. There is no single theory which

will explain the approach of all judges. They differ amongst

themselves, in different cases and in time and place. Just

the same, few serious commentators now claim that judges are

not involved in lawmaking. In Britain (and Australia) they

may not be "super legislators" like the united States Federal

Judges. But, according to Lee, the search is now on for the
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different lights, from different angles, at different times.

The value of Monet was in the presentation of the cathedral

from different perspectives. Lee does the cause of

jurisprudence a service by demonstrating, by reference to a

few cases studies and individuals, the intensely human aspect

of judging. Irritatingly enough, human judges resist neat

classifications. Even the one judge, in different

circumstances, may react unpredictably: accepting or

rejecting a proffered opportunity to develop the law or to

squeeze a new problem into the bottle of an old solution.

The common thread which runs through the techniques of

the judicial institution is the lawyerly commitment to

argument. Whether largely done on paper (as in the united

States) or orally (as in England and Australia) the exposure

of illogicality, inconsistency of principle and absurd or

unfortunate consequences rescues the jUdicial decision-maker

from the worst excesses of adherence to dogma. Perhaps that

is why, as Lee points out, the "Left" does not lose all

arguments in court, even when it loses all votes in

Parliament in Mrs Thatcher's Britain. The curial process

tends to be somewhat more rational and more principled than

the ultimate brute force of transient parliamentary

majorities.

A number of critical comments might be made about the

book. For Australian readers, the concentration on English

judges and cases seems increasingly less relevant to our

concerns. The criticisms of the United States' procedures
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that led to the vote of 58 to 42 against Judge Bark's

confirmation are well told. But they leave unanswered the

checks which exist in our own political system for the

appointment of judges whose attitude to lawmaking may have a

large impact on their society. Elsewhere, Lee admits that

the realization of the legitimate role of judicial lawmaking

has significant implications for jUdicial selection and

technique. Once the "fairytale 11 is abandoned, it follows

that judges should be helped to reach, within the law,

desirable conclusions - or at least to be alerted to the

policy implications of alternative possibilities. In this

context, Lee provides a checklist for the modern policy

conscious judge. Drawing particularly on features of the

United States jUdiciary, he mentions the provisions of'an

amicus brief, a Brandeis brief on social and economic

implications, law clerks to do research, press conferences to

announce extremely important decisions and - horrors - even

nonlawyers taking part with judges in the process of judicial

lawmaking. Not much chance of that here, I would think.

The front cover, previously mentioned, is a symbol of

the changing times through which judges of today are living

and working. It was so much more genteel in the "good old·

days". As the myths fall away, the need to face the

actualities of judging, and to provide a coherent new theory

in place of the "fairytale", is what this book is all about.

An Australian supplement to the book would'certainly

mention the way in which Deane J in the High Court of
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